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During the past decade protein chemistry has made a tremendous progress. The
clevelgpment of recombinant DNA techniques allows one to change proteins at specific sites; also,
the cletermination of the 3-dimensional stmcture at high resolution by means of X-ray
crvstallography and NMR spectroscopy have contributed to this progress. These very accurate
stn rctlue offer the possibility to siudy the effects of proteins at the atomic 1evel. The simultaneous
everrt of fast cornputers has permitted to formulate different hypotheses in relation to the activity
of proteins, and to verify them by computational methods.
A method that is often used to obtain answers at the atomic level to biochemical questious
is molecular dynamics, in which the the time evolution of the molecule is computed. Starting froni
potentials that describe the time-averaged effects of the electronic interactions, it is possible to trace
the dynamical behavior of a molecule by solving Newton's equations of motion for the atoms.
These simulations may result in a prediction of alternative conformations of the moiecule, frorn
r,vhich qualitative assessments concerning possible reaction paths or binding modes of the r-nolecule
ruay result. It is also possible to obtairr numerical estimates of molecular quarrtities. Both
approaches give a better appreciation of the mode of action of proteins. In the future this may lead
to a rational design of proteins and drugs for specific tasks. The research presented in this thesis
rvas iuitiated to obtain accurate numerical estimates of binding constants of site-directed mutants
of proteins and their structure. In part this is done by means of simulations of the serine protease
subtilisin BPN'. The choice for this protein is inspired by the vast amount of biochemical data
available, and the fact that high-resolution structures of site-specific mutants have been determined.
Chapter I serves as a general lntroduction to the field of theoretical biochemistry. Arr outline
of the methoclology, and the accuracy of various shortcuts, are discussed in chapter II. In order to
be able to compare numerical estimates from simulations with experimental values, it is essential
to have a canonical distribution of the configurations. For the simulation method used, this
propelty has been qr"restioned. Starting from the Boltzmann transport equation it was shown that,
at least in the case of weak coupling, the algori thm used does have the desireci property.
The accuracy with which the atomic interactions are described has a great in-rpact on the
accLlracy of molecular properties. This is studied in chapter III by rneans of a simulation of 4
sr-rbtilisin BPN' molecules in a crystalline environment. The accuracy with which the atomic
posit ions are simulated is 0.1 nm; characterist ic hydration patterns and hydrogen bonds that
stabi l ize the rnolecule are reproduced well .  The largest structural deviat ions are found for surface
loops. An errorleous electron density assignment of the weak ion binding site of subti l is in BPN'
r,r,as cietected. lt is for.urd that the simulation of the four molecules gives a better representation of
an ensemble, tl-ran does a simulation that is 4 times as long for a single molecule. This indicates that
in nost cases ergodicity rvi l l  not be obtained.
From a stat ist ical point of vier 'v the magnitude of posit ional dif ferences has to be compared
rvith the uncertainty of the ator-rric positions. Assuming that tl-re position of an atom is normally
ci istr ibutecl around the experimental postion, one may derive relat ions that indicate whether the
differeuce between the simulated and obselved posit ion of an atom is systematic, or random. The
ans\ver to this question cletermines the accuracy of the descript ion of the atomic interactions. This
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approach is discussed in chapter IV, and provides a relative objective tool that detects even ninute
systematic differences. The sensitivity of the test increases when more rnolecules are simulated
simultaneously. In addition, the method is capable of detecting differences in conformation among
the molecules very easily.
In chapter V the so-called "slow growth" procedure is used to predict the structure of 3
mlrtants of subtilisin BPN', in which the methionine near the active site is replaced by alanine,
phenylalanine and glutamine respectively. The simulated structure of the mutant amino acids
agrees well with experimental data; changes induced in the environment are harder to predict due
to long equilibration times. As a result, numerical estimates of relative binding constants are alrlost
impossible to make. The catalytic activity of serine proteases is, in part, determined by the hydroxyl
group of the side chain of 227Ser. The reduced activity of the Ala-mutant could be accounted for
by assuming that de 221Ser-side chain can adopt two conformations, botir in the free enzyme and
in the Michaelis-Mer-rten cornplex. One of the two conformation is assumed to be catalytically
active. T5o/o f the free wild-type enzyme is found in the active form, whereas 257o of the unbound
Ala-mutant is found in the active form.
The preceeding section showed that slowly fluctuating hydrated structures pose problems
in nraking numerical estimates of molecular quatities. This is mainly due to the limited search of
the accessible pirase space. In chapter VI factors are discussed that influence the accuracy of free
energy estimates. It showecl that, in order to obtain a reliable and precise estinate of the free
energy of hydration of methanol in water, a 1-ns simulation was neccessary. This indicates the
length of simulations needed for an accurate estimate of free energy differences of proteins.
It appears that structural correlation effects pose a serious problem in obtaining accurate
nur.nerical estimates of properties by molecular dynamics. Prediction of the structure itself of
altered proteins by means of molecular dynamics is very well possible. Hence, as a first step to
numerical estimates of thermodynamic macromolecular properties future research should aim at
(artificially) reducing the correlation times of the struchrres. This may be accomplishecl by reducing
the overall potential, or by replacing the poles of the non-bonded interaction by soft-core potentials.
Within a given computational effort, this may increase the reiiability of the numerical estimate
obtained. Accuracy of the results should be improved by repeating the simulation with different
start ing condit ions, rather than by extending the length of the simulat ion.
hl the last two chapters technical aspects of molecular dynamics simulatiosn are discussed.
Ir.r chapter VII an algorithm is described that allows one to keep simulated properties at a specific
value. In chapter VIII the relation between the velocity auto correlation function, the fluctuatiorr
ancl the displacement of diffuslng particles is derived. As a practical consequence, the diffusion
constant can be derived from the fluctuation directly, without making the time-consuming
ciisolacement analvsis.
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